
Sold in kit form with all the components you’ll need to create a stunning window display, our Maxi LED Light Pockets are an    

effective way of grabbing the attention of passers-by. Incredibly slim, frameless and flawlessly illuminated the light pockets will 

transform any office, shop, beauty salon or restaurant and draw in business. 

We supply an unbeatable range of LED Light Pocket kits that are made to last, easy to install and offer a sustainable display       

solution.  We are  confident that you can’t buy a better quality LED display at our prices elsewhere. And to back up this confidence 

all our LED Light panels come with a 12 month warranty as standard. 

Our Maxi LED Light Pocket Kit smart bevelled design means no dark shadow and an even distribution of light. The bright but subtle 

glow immediately draws the viewers attention and the displays can work 24/7 to promote your brand, goods and services.  

Maxi LED Light Pockets are available in a  range of sizes from A4 up to A0 and in portrait or landscape orientation to perfectly 

match your available window space. Our A4 and A3 Panel kits are available in drops of 1—5  and the kits includes everything you’ll 

need to create the perfect cable mounted display in your location 

We use maintenance free low energy LEDs with a minimum life expectancy of 30,000 to 60,000 hours. NO SPECIALIST ELECTRICAL 

INSTALLATION is required. Powered using 12 volt transformer that plugs directly into the mains. 

We are so proud of the high quality of our           

Maxi LED  Light Pocket kits that every LED light   

pocket we sell comes with a 12 month warranty as 

standard. 

BRING YOUR WINDOW TO LIFE 
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